
A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

KruC1S LABEL is our premium coated one-side paper that provides 
a superior print surface, blue-white shade, and excellent lay flat 
from process to process. Thanks to our proprietary cellulose filament 
technology and integrated pulp sourcing, Kruger Specialty Papers has 
the ability to reduce basis weight without compromising on strength. 
Designed for glue-applied labels, pressure sensitive labels, litho 
lamination, box wraps, posters, gift wrap, book jackets and envelopes, 
KruC1S LABEL delivers superior results throughout the printing and 
converting process. Committed to Kruger’s long-standing legacy of 
responsible practices to protect natural resources, our manufacturing 
facilities and products are certified to internationally recognized 
standards such as FSC® and SFI.

Benefits

— Consistent high quality

—  Exceptional surface 
smoothness

— Superior print fidelity

— High brightness and gloss

— Crack resistant

— Excellent glueability

— Exceptional lay-flat

—  Unparalleled converting and 
filling performance

— Ability to lower basis weights

—  FDA compliant for direct  
and indirect food contact

Applications 

Designed for glue-applied labels, pressure sensitive labels, litho lamination, box wraps, posters, 
gift wrap, book jackets and envelopes. Superior results throughout the printing and converting 
process.

Premium paper. Epic performance.

KruC1S LABEL 



A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

For more information on our Specialty Papers, talk to your 
Kruger sales rep, visit our website or give us a call. SPECIALTY.KRUGER.COM

Basis Weight 
(25 x 38 / 3300 Ream)

Grammage 
(g/m2)

Brightness  
(%)

Gloss 75° 
(%)

Caliper 
(Mils)

KruC1S LABEL*

50# 74 86 60 3

55# 82 86 60 3.2

60# 90 86 60 3.4

Why Kruger ?

Peace of Mind

With Kruger, you’re getting a 
financially stable and diverse 
company with a worldwide 
reputation for excellence 
and more than a century of 
experience in the paper industry.

Innovation

Kruger specialty papers are 
manufactured with our patented 
cellulose filaments to deliver 
improved strength, lay-flat, 
and consistency at lower basis 
weights. 

Service 

From our knowledgeable  
sales and product development 
teams to our experienced and 
flexible customer service and 
manufacturing teams, our focus 
is on providing products that 
meet your needs at a price that 
adds value for all parties.

Sustainability

Maintaining our legacy of 
responsible, sustainable practices 
is at the core of all our decisions. 
To protect our natural resources, 
our specialty papers are certified 
to internationally recognized 
standards.

* Recycled content available


